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Анотація. Представлені результати багаторічних геохімічних досліджень змісту металів: алюмінію, меркурію, хрому, марганцю, заліза, цинку, кобальту, ванадію та інших, а також загальної концентрації цих металів і їх рівень у нафтах з 36 родовищ основного нафтогазоносного регіону України – Дніпровсько-Донецької западини: Бахмачське, Прилуцьке, Краснозалізне, Качалівське, Кременівське, Карайзовське, Коробочківське, Кульчицьке, Ліповодолинське, Монастиріщенське, Мала-Сорочинське, Ново-Миколаївське, Перехіднівське, Прокопенківське, Радченківське, Распашнівське, Софіївське, Суходолівське, Солонцівське, Солохівське, Талалаївське, Тростянецьке, Турутинське, Західно-Харківське, Щуринське, Юр'ївське, Ярошівське, Хукарєвське.
Introduction.

Attention to the problems of accumulation and migration of metals in oil is connected with the topical scientific and practical issues concerning genesis of hydrocarbons, with the possibility of their industrial extraction while oil processing aimed at their further selling as the accompanying raw material as well as with the possibility to determine ecological risks of using those oils as the raw material to produce petrochemicals – first of all, petrol and diesel fuel. As is known, oils of different world regions contain micro-amounts of metals. High content of metals, i.e. vanadium and nickel, are also a serious problem while processing oil raw material as it results in irreversible deactivation of catalysts as a result of metal sedimentation on an active surface, blocking of pore space, and destruction of a catalyst structure. Besides, inorganic compounds of vanadium formed while oil processing favour high-temperature corrosion of the equipment surface, shortened service life of the turboactive, diesel, and boiler plants, gas corrosion of active elements of the gas turbine engines, and increased environmentally harmful emission into the environment. Along with that, metals, including the rare and rare-earth ones, are valuable accompanying components, which content in oils and residuals of oil processing can even exceed their content in some ore-bearing sources (Shpirt et al., 2013). However, industrial production of metals (i.e. vanadium) from the oil raw material has not been developed yet though the world oil-processing practice has the technologies for accompanying production of concentrates with high content of different metals. In particular, certain foreign countries get about 8% of the general worldwide-produced vanadium from the oil raw material; in some countries this percentage even reaches 20% (the USA) (Raja, 2013). Apart from that, the availability and content of metals in oils from different deposits makes it possible to identify regularities of their migration and concentration in the hydrocarbon systems. In this context, such metals as vanadium, mercury, cobalt, nickel, iron, manganese, aluminium, titanium, chromium, and zink should be emphasized as for their industrial and environmental significance.

General necessity in the classification of oils and their fields is stipulated by the reasons of both scientific and practical nature; thus, the classifications should be as rational as possible, i.e. they should reflect both indicated aspects. The difficulties in developing such classifications arise due to the complexity and variety of oil composition (even in different wells within one and the same, from the geological viewpoint, geological formation (oil-and-gas bearing traps) and their certain variations as for the metal content during the extraction), insufficient knowledge concerning oil genesis, necessity to analyze numerous classification parameters to select the optimal and most informative ones, i.e. the parameters containing information on the sources of an oil substance, nature of its transformation during the oil genesis process, and a geochemical type of the forming oil. Taking into consideration a metal-bearing feature of oils, they are divided into the ones being rich (> 10 ppm) and poor (< 1 ppm) in metals as well as the ones from the viewpoint of prevailing of some specific metal. In terms of V, Ni, and Fe content, there are «vanadium» (V > Ni...
> Fe), «iron» (Fe > V > Ni), and «nickel» (Ni > Fe > V) types (Nukhenov & Punanova, 2001).

One of the first systematization of oils according to their general characteristics of metal content was represented by Barwise A. J. G. in 1990. He considered chemical composition, physical properties, and content of metals in oil samples (Barwise, 1990). Later, in 2007, Ye.F Shnjukov with his coauthors published a rather interesting paper about vanadium and nickel content in natural oils of the world (Shnjukov et al., 2007). He studied in detail the heavy metal concentrations in the natural oils worldwide in terms of their genesis. One year later in 2008, A.A. Suhanov analyzed the current state of the evaluation of accompanying oil components (including heavy metals) as the sources of high-quality rare-metal raw material (Suhanov & Petrova, 2008). In 2010, S.P. Jakuceni published the results of studying the interconnection of deep hydrocarbon zonality and oil saturation with heavy elements-admixtures (Jakuceni, 2010). The paper emphasizes the available correlation dependence of the heavy metal contents in oils with the depth of oil field occurrence. In 2014, O.V. Akpoveta and S.A. Osakwe analyzed the content of heavy metals in oil products from the Nigerian fields (Agbor) (Akpoveta & Osakwe, 2014). The authors point out that a high level of the heavy metal content in oils can be of serious environmental threat. In Ukraine such studies were carried out in 2013 concerning high-sulfur oil of the Subcarpathian Depression (Hlibyshyn et al., 2013). This paper not only studies the fraction composition and physicochemical properties of light fractions separated from the oil of Orkhoivtsye oil field but also considers a potential content of the fractions, for which their density, refractive index, molecular mass, and sulfur content are determined. A little bit later, Wilberforce J. O. investigated the content of heavy metals in crude oil used in medicine (Wilberforce, 2016). The paper studies the levels of Cd, Ni, V, and Pb with the help of atomic-absorption spectrophotometry. As a result, the average concentration of metals was determined with the emphasis on their influence on human organisms. Earlier, a series of papers (Ishkov, 2009; Ishkov & Koziy, 2013; Ishkov & Koziy, 2014; Ishkov & Koziy, 2017; Ishkov et al., 2013; Ishkov & Nagornyi, 2005; Ishkov & Lozovoj, 2001; Ishkov et al., 2003; Kozar et al., 2020; Koziy & Ishkov, 2018) have already considered certain features of geochemistry and distribution of metals in caustobolioliths of the deposits within the Dnipro-Donets Depression.

This paper deals with the results of recent studies of the features of metal distribution and contents in oils for further development of the objective (natural) classification of the key 36 operating oil fields of the main oil-and-gas bearing region of Ukraine, Dnipro-Donets Depression, with the help of cluster analysis. It should be noted that such studies have not been conducted before; which determines the scientific novelty of the obtained results. Solution of such a problem will favour the elaboration of a set of predictive criteria of industrial accumulations of hydrocarbons and scientific substantiation of the geological-economic, technological, and environmental estimation of their use. In its turn, it defines the topicality and practical value of the carried out studies.

The paper involves statistic, informational, geochemical, and analytical methods of the research based on the following: covering a wide range of factual material in terms of the content of metal complexes contained in the oils of different Dnipro-Donets Depression fields as well as specifying the laws for metal distribution in oils and laboratory studies of metal distributions in oils for correcting and substantiation of the results of natural observations.

**Research methodology.**

The factual basis of the study is represented by the results of analysis of metal content in the oils of 36 fields: Bakhmachske, Prylutse, Krasnozaiarske, Kachalivske, Kremenivske, Karakaikoivske, Korybochynske, Kulychkyhinske, Lipovodolynske, Monastyrishchynske, Matlakhivske, Malosorochynske, Novomykolayivske, Perekopivske, Prokopenkivske, Radchenkivske, Raspashnovske, Sofiyivske, Sukhodolivske, Solontsivske, Solokhivske, Talalayivske, Trostianetske, Turutynske, Zakhidno-Kharkivtsivske, Shchurynske, Yuryivske, Yaroshivske, Khukhrianke, Sahaidatske #1, Sahaidatske #13, Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #51, Kybytsivske #52, Kybytsivske #56, and Kybytsivske #1. Not less than 30 oil samples from each of the fields were studied with the help of X-ray fluorescence analysis using energy-dispersion spectrometer «Sprut» SEF 0; the studies were aimed at metal content identification. The time of spectrum accumulation is 600 s. The analyst is A.M. Yerofiev. The analysis was prepared and carried out according to the standard ASTM D 4927 – Determination of an ultimate composition of lubricants by the method of X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy with the dispersion along the wave length. The following samples were used as the standard samples of metal admixtures: RM 23 (DSZU (State Standard Reference Samples) 022.122-00) IVS 0243:2001 with the attested values of Cd, Mn, Pb, Zn; RM 24 (DSZU 022.123-00) IVS 0244:2001 with the...
attested values of Fe, Co, Cu, Ni; and RM 26 (DSZU 022.125-00) IVS 0246:2001 with the attested values of V, Mo, Ti, Cr.

As is known, a classification procedure is the systematization of the objects according to the preset signs. An objective reason for the practical significance of a classification is represented by complex problems of storage, search, and use of huge empirical data archives. There the necessity to shorten the amount of those data without losing too much information arises. The usual procedures here are cluster analysis, taxonomy, object recognition, and factorial analysis.

One of the most effective procedures of simplification and minimization of data masses to make their content interpretation easier is clusterization. Currently, the clustering procedures are widely used in biology (to eliminate spatial and temporary groupings of organisms under homogeneous conditions, to group similar genome sequences, to define genotypes etc.). The same procedures are applied in medicine (to classify antibiotics according to their types of antibacterial activity, for automatic singling out of different tissues types in a 3D image in positron-emissive tomography etc.), in marketing (to process data of different surveys, singling out of new consumer types, market division for creating personalized proposals etc.). The clusterization procedures are used in computer sciences (to determine population niches formed during the operation of evolutionary algorithms, in segmentation of images for boundary determination and object recognition etc.). Nevertheless, only some cases of successful application of cluster analysis are known in geological studies so far (Ishkov et al., 2003; Koziy & Ishkov, 2018) despite its exclusive simplicity and visual clarity. Along with that, a cluster analysis not only solves a problem of object systematization in an easier and visually more clear way but also has its undisputable advantage – the result of its application is not connected with any loss of even an insignificant share of the initial information concerning object differences or sign correlations.

It is important that contrary to other methods used while solving different classification problems, cluster analysis does not require apriori assumptions concerning a data set, which does not restrict submission of the objects under consideration; this analysis makes it possible to analyze natural parameters of different data types (interval data, frequencies, binary data etc.). Use of cluster analysis for classification has certain advantages as it helps to divide numerous analyzed objects and signs into the homogeneous groups or clusters as well as to identify the internal structure (at different hierarchical levels) of the sampling body. At the same time, like any other method, cluster analysis has certain disadvantages. In particular, composition and number of clusters depend on the selected grouping criteria («classification strategies»), and application of different methods, that meet different conceptual approaches to the singling out of taxons for similar samplings, can result in considerably different outcomes (Ishkov et al., 2003; Koziy & Ishkov, 2018). Consequently, in contrast to other methods of multidimensional statistics, cluster analysis is characterized by the strong dependence of the obtained results on the apriori settings of a researcher at a content level. In our case, the apriori settings include the following: nonavailability of any hypotheses concerning a number of clusters, their structure and shape; reaching maximum visualization of the deposit division in terms of classes at different scale levels; use of a clusterization method (algorithm) for the most stable division of the whole number of oil fields being studied.

Cluster analysis considers that: a) the selected characteristics assume principally the desirable division into clusters; b) measure units (scale) are selected correctly.

Thus, selection of a scale in the classification procedure plays a considerable role. As a rule, to reduce the initial information to one scale it should be normalized somehow. Since a metal content in oil fields being considered fills the whole range of values rather uniformly without considerable anomalies, which exceed greatly a typical scattering, normalization of the initial values of metal contents of each field is done by the formula: \[ X_{\text{norm.}} = \frac{(X - X_{\text{min.}})}{(X_{\text{max.}} - X_{\text{min.}})} \], where \( X_{\text{norm.}} \) is a unit normalized value of the metal content in oil, \( X \) is a unit value of the metal content in oil, \( X_{\text{max.}} \) is a maximum value of the metal content in oil, \( X_{\text{min.}} \) is a minimum value of the metal content in oil. To complete the specified tasks, the analysis involved clusterization of the oil fields performed by a weighed centroid method; it was implemented in the professional statistic programme platforms «STATISTICA» and «SPSS», which selection was substantiated earlier in (Ishkov et al., 2003; Koziy & Ishkov, 2018); after that, the clusterization results were analyzed. That has made it possible to interpret the obtained geochemical information in a genetic sense.

The paper applied programme versions STATISTICA 13.3 and IBM SPSS Statistics 22.

Research results.

A dendrogram of clusterization of the fields in terms of aluminum content in oil (Fig.1) helps single
out quite clearly seven main groups of clusters: 2, 1.2, 1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.2, 1.1.1.2.1.1, and 1.1.1.2.1.2. Like in other similar cases, at the qualitative level we will consider by convention that they meet sequentially the following: abnormally low contents, low contents, lower-than-medium contents, medium contents, higher-than-medium contents, high contents, and abnormally high contents. That approach was substantiated earlier in (Yerofiev et al., 2021). It should be pointed out that the conventional nature of this distribution lies mainly in using the term «medium content» to identify clusters that occupy only a medium position in the clusterization dendrogram in terms of concentration of the considered elements.

The mean aluminum content in oils of the considered fields of the Dnipro-Donets oil-and-gas production area (DDOGBA) makes up 14.17±3.64 ppm; an average value is 4.24 ppm. Since according to the Shapiro-Wilk test results, distribution density of this parameter meets a lognormal law (like for all other metals) but not the normal (Gaussian) one, we will apply (like in any further similar cases) average values of the parameters to characterize the central tendency in a sampling. Note that in terms of geochemistry the background content values are always lower than their mean values in a general sampling as they are calculated as the characteristics of central tendency in a sampling while extracting the abnormally high values of the parameters from its volume; and in this sense they meet roughly the median values.

The abnormally low aluminum content in oils is connected with cluster 1.1.1.1 represented by the following fields: Radchenkovske, Monastyrishchynske, Kremenivske, Bakhmachske, Shchurynske, and Sukhodolivske. The average aluminum content value within the cluster is 1.38 ppm at the average value variations within the fields from 0.76 ppm (Radchenkovske field) to 1.92 ppm (Sukhodolivske field). Cluster 1.1.1.1.1 is formed by the following fields: Khukhrianske, Malosorochynske, Trostianetske, Karaikozyovske, Novomykolayivske, and Raspashnovske with a low average value of aluminum content within the field from 2.43 (Khukhrianske field) to 3.52 ppm (Raspashnovske field) at the average cluster value of 2.99 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.2.1.1 covers the fields of Korobchynske, Lipovodolynske, Solontsivske, Yaroshivske, Solokhivske, Prokopivske, Zhanghino-Kharkovtsivske, Perekopivske, Talalayivske, Matlakhivske, and Krasnozaiarske with the lower-than-medium aluminum concentration in oils from 3.89 ppm (Korobchynske field) to 4.7 ppm (Krasnozaiarske field) at the cluster average value of 4.22 ppm which meets practically a median value. The average content of 5.38 ppm – 5.77 ppm is peculiar for the oils of Kachalivske, Prylutske, and Turutynske fields that form cluster 1.1.1.2.2 at the average cluster content of 5.62 ppm. A higher-than-medium content (7.04 – 7.92 ppm) is specific respectively for the fields of Sofiyivske and Kulychkhinskse of cluster 1.1.2. A high content (20.0 – 27.1 ppm) is connected with cluster 1.2, uniting respectively the fields of Sahaidatske #1 and Yuryivske at the average cluster value of 23.55 ppm. Such fields as Kybytsivske #1, Sahaidatske #13, Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #56, Kybytsivske #52, and Kybytsivske #51 form cluster 2 that corresponds to the fields with the abnormally high aluminium concentrations in oils (from 40 ppm to 80 ppm, at the average cluster value of 57.5 ppm).

A dendrogram of clusterization of the deposits in terms of mercury content in oil (Fig.2) helps identify visually seven cluster groups: 1.1.1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.1.1.2, 1.1.1.1.2, 1.1.2, 1.2, and 2. The average mercury content in the DDOGBA deposits is 0.44 ± 0.13 ppm; the median one is 0.097 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1.1.1 is made up by the deposits of Talalayivske, Kachalivske, Solokhivske, Kulychkhinskse, Prylutske, Lipovodolynske, Malosorochynske, Sofiyivske, Sofiyivske, Sukhodolivske and with the abnormally low content in oils (from 0.0007 ppm (Talalayivske field) to 0.01 ppm (Sukhodolivske, Sofiyivske, Malosorochynske, Lipovodolynske, and Prylutske fields) at the average cluster content of 0.007. Low content values from 0.02 ppm (Bakhmachske field) to 0.035 ppm (Shchurynske field) in oils are connected with the fields of Bakhmachske, Trostianetske, Yaroshivske, Perekopivske, Solontsivske, Shchurynske, and Kараikozyovske of cluster 1.1.1.1.2 with the average mercury content within the cluster being 0.026 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1.2 includes the deposits of Prokopivske and Turutynske with the lower-than-medium content being 0.05 ppm. Cluster 1.1.2 is represented by the fields of Raspashnovske, Krasnozaiarske, Krasnozaiarske, Radchenkovske, Radchenkovske, Monastyrishchynske, Zahidno-Kharkovtsivske, and Khukhrianske with the mercury content in oils from 0.14 ppm (Raspashnovske field) to 0.2 (Zahidno-Kharkovtsivske and Khukhrianske fields) with the average cluster value of 0.18 ppm. Cluster 1.1.2 is made up by the fields of Kremenivske and Novomykolayivske with the corresponding mercury content in oils being 0.323 ppm – 0.39 ppm, with the average cluster concentrations of 0.36 ppm being higher-than-medium in terms of general sampling of the fields. Cluster 1.2 is formed by the fields of Kybytsivske #52, Sahaidatske #1, Kybytsivske #56, Yuryivske, Kybytsivske #5, and Kybytsivske #1 where mercury content in oils varies from 0.7 ppm (Kybyts-
Cluster 2 with the average value of 3.2 ppm. Two fields of Sahaidatske #13 and Kybytsivske #51 with the abnormally high mercury content in oils, being from 3.0 ppm to 3.4 ppm respectively, forms cluster 2 with the average value of 3.2 ppm.

During clusterization of the DDOGBA fields in terms of chromium concentration in oils (Fig.3), seven cluster groups were specified: 1.1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.1.2, 1.1.1.2, 1.2, 2.1, and 2.2. The average chromium content in the fields under consideration is 2.04 ± 0.61 ppm; a median value is 0.275 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1.1 involves the fields of Kremenivske, Korobchynske, Monastyrishchynske, Solokhivske, Sukhodolivske, Saroshivske, Malosorochynske, Yuryivske, Novomykolayivske, and Sofiyivske with the abnormally low index of chromium content in oils: from 0.01 ppm (Kremenivske, Korobchynske, and Monastyrishchynske fields) to 0.06 ppm (Novomykolayivske and Sofiyivske fields) at the average content of 0.031 ppm. Low values of chromium content in oils, being from 0.09 ppm (Karaikozovske field) to 0.14 ppm (Bakhmatske, Lipovodolynske, and Prokopivske fields), are associated with the fields of Karaikozovske, Shchurynske, Prylutske, Solontsivske, Bahamchanske, Lipovodolynske, and Prokopivske of cluster 1.1.1.1.2 with the average cluster content of 0.125 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1.2 consists of the oil deposits of Perekopivske, Trostianetske, Zakhidno-Kharkovtsivske, Radchenkovske, Talalayivske, Kachalivske, Krasnozaiarske, Turutynske, Solokhivske, and Raspashnovske with the lower-than-medium content being from 0.25 ppm (Perekopivske field) to 0.61 ppm (Raspashnovske field) with the average cluster content of 0.423 ppm. Cluster 1.1.2 is represented only by Kulichkhinsk deposit with the average value of chromium concentration in oil being 0.93 ppm. Cluster 1.2 is also formed by one field, Khukhrianske, with the higher-than-medium content being 3.9 ppm. High chromium contents in oils are observed in the deposits of Sahaidatske #13, Kybytsivske #56, Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #52, Kybytsivske #51, and Sahaidatske #1 of cluster 2.1 with the values from 0.71 ppm (Sahaidatske #13 and Kybytsivske #56 fields) to 10.2 ppm (Sahaidatske #1 field) at the average cluster concentration of 8.33 ppm. Cluster 2.2 is formed only by Kybytsivske #1 field with the abnormally high content being 13.1 ppm.

During clusterization of the DDOGBA fields as for manganese content in oils (Fig.4), seven cluster groups were identified: 1.1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.1.2.1, 1.1.1.1.2.2, 1.1.1.2, 1.1.2, 1.2, and 2. The average manganese content in the oil fields is 0.41 ± 0.05 ppm; the median one is 0.3 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1.1 contains the following oil fields: Matlakhivske, Perekopivske, Novomykolayivske, Monastyrishchynske, Malosorochynske, and Korobchynske with the abnormally low manganese content from 0.068 ppm (Matlakhivske field) to 0.131 ppm (Korobchynske field) at the average cluster value of 0.102 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1.2.1 covers such deposits as Prokopivske, Kremenivske, Lipovodolynske, Solontsivske, Krasnozaiarske, Yaroshivske, Kachalivske, Raspashnovske, Prylutske, Khukhiranskse, and Sukhodolivske with the low content from 0.18 ppm (Prokopivske field) to 0.27 ppm (Sukhodolivske field); the average manganese concentration in the oils of this cluster is 0.23 ppm. The deposits of Sofiyivske and Talalayivske form cluster 1.1.1.1.2.2 with the lower-than-medium content being from 0.3 ppm to 0.3058 ppm respectively; the average content value within the cluster is 0.3029 ppm. The average concentrations are 0.373 ppm (Bakhmatsche field) – 0.452 ppm (Trostianetske field) in terms of the following fields: Bakhmatske, Radchenkovske, Kulichkhinskse, Karaikozovske, Turutynske, Solokhivske, and Trostianetskse of cluster 1.1.1.2 with the average cluster value of 0.403 ppm. Cluster 1.2 is made up by the following fields: Zakhidno-Kharkovtsivske, Kybytsivske #52, Shchurynske, Kybytsivske #1, and Sahaidatske #1 with the higher-than-medium value from 0.547 ppm (Zakhidno-Kharkovtsivske field) to 0.719 ppm (Sahaidatske #1 field) at the average cluster value being 0.604 ppm. Cluster 1.2 is represented by such oil fields as Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #51, and Sahaidatske #13 with the high value of manganese concentrations from 0.9 ppm (Kybytsivske #5 field) to 0.95 ppm (Sahaidatske #13 field) in terms of average cluster content of 0.924 ppm. The abnormally high content is associated only with the Yuryivske field of cluster 2 with the value of 1.6 ppm.

A dendrogram of clusterization of the DDOGBA fields in terms of iron content in oils (Fig. 5) represents a clear and unambiguous structure of clusters, i.e. 1.1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.1.2.1, 1.1.1.1.2.2, 1.1.1.2, 1.1.2, 1.2, and 2. The average iron content in the oils here is 16.76 ± 6.48 ppm; the median one is 4.43 ppm.

The abnormally low iron content is represented by the following fields: Malosorochynske, Korobchynske, Yuryivske, Zakhidno-Kharkovtsivske, Novomykolayivske, Khukhiranskse, Kremenivske, Sofiyivske, Yaroshivske, and Sukhodolivske of the cluster 1.1.1.1.1 with the values from 0.12 ppm (Malosorochynske field) to 1.86 ppm (Sukhodolivske field) at the average cluster value of this parameter is 1.18 ppm. A low content is found in the fields of Radchen-
kivske, Kremenivske, Korobochkynske, and Karaikozovske with the average values from 9.19 ppm (Prokopenkivske field) to 18.71 ppm (Karaikozovske field); the average iron content in the oils of this cluster is 15.59 ppm. The higher-than-average iron contents are peculiar for the oils of such deposits as Solontsivske, Talalayivske, and Raspashnovske of cluster 1.1.2 with the values from 28.7 ppm (Solontsivske field) to 48.5 ppm (Raspashnovske field); the average iron content in terms of the cluster is 36.07 ppm. Cluster 1.2 contains just Matlakhivske field with the high iron content is 89.2 ppm. The abnormally high iron content in oil is found only in case with Krasnozaiarske field of cluster 2 with the content of 221 ppm.

While analyzing a clusterization dendrogram for the DDOGBA fields as for zink content in oils (Fig. 6) the following seven clusters can be defined: 1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.2.1, 1.1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 2. The average zink content in those fields is 0.67 ± 0.24 ppm; an average value is 1.095 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1 is formed by the fields of Karaikozovske, Kremenivske, Korobochkynske, Malosorochynske, Yaroshivske, Yuryivske, Monastyrishchynske, and Lipovodolynske with the abnormally low zink content varying from 0.08 ppm (Karaikozovske field) to 0.41 ppm (Lipovodolynske field) at the average cluster value being 0.275 ppm. The low zink content in the oils is characteristic for the fields of Kulychykhinske, Novomykolayivske, Trostianetske, Zakhidno-Kharkovtvsivske, Perekopivske, Sukhodolivske, and Turutynske of cluster 1.1.1.2.1 with the values of 0.63 – 0.84 ppm (Kulychykhinske and Turutynske fields respectively) at the average value of 0.75 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.2.2 consists of the following fields: Solokhivske, Prokopenkivske, Sofiyivske, Shchurynske, and Bakhmachske with the lower-than-average values from 0.94 ppm (Solokhivske field) to 1.16 ppm (Bakhmachske field); the average cluster value here is 1.07 ppm. The medium concentrations are associated with cluster 1.1.2 that includes the fields of Talalayivske, Radchenkovske, Khuhirianske, Kachalivske, and Prylutske with the values from 1.4 ppm (Talalayivske field) to 1.8 ppm (Prylutske field) at the average cluster value of this parameter is 1.56 ppm. Cluster 1.2.1 is formed by the fields of Solontsivske, Matlakhivske, Kybytsivske #51, and Kybytsivske #5 with the more-than-medium values from 2.34 ppm (Solontsivske field) to 2.9 ppm (Kybytsivske #5 field) at the average cluster content of 2.565 ppm. Cluster 1.2.2 is represented by the following deposits: Krasnozaiarske, Kybytsivske #56, Sahaidatske #1, and Kybytsivske #1 with the high zink concentrations in oils from 3.29 ppm (Krasnozaiarske field) to 3.5 ppm (Kybytsivske #1 field); the average cluster content is 3.373 ppm. The abnormally high content is found in three deposits: Kybytsivske #52, Sahaidatske #13, and Raspashnovske of cluster 2 with the content of 4.8 – 5.6 ppm (Kybytsivske #52 and Raspashnovske fields respectively) at the average cluster value is 5.2 ppm.

Clusterization of the DDOGBA fields in terms of cobalt content in the oils (Fig.7) helped identify seven clusters: 1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.2.1, 1.1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 2. The average cobalt content in the considered deposits is 0.38 ± 0.13 ppm; a median value is 0.02 ppm.

Cluster 1.1.1.1 is formed by the fields of Karaikozovske, Korobochkynske, Khukhrianske, Solontsivske, Lipovodolynske, Yaroshivske, Kremenivske, Novomykolayivske, Sofiyivske, Yuryivske, Solokhivske, and Shchurynske with the abnormally low cobalt content being 0.001 ppm (Karaikozovske field) – 0.007 ppm (Shchurynske field) at the average cobalt concentration within the cluster being 0.004 ppm. Clusters 1.1.1.2 cover the following deposits: Trostianetske, Monastyrishchynske, Radchenkovske, and Zakhidno-Kharkovtvsivske with the low content values of 0.09 ppm (Trostianetske field) – 0.01 ppm (Monastyrishchynske, Radchenkovske, and Zakhidno-Kharkovtvsivske fields) at the average cluster content being 0.0975 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.2 is represented by the fields of Matlakhivske, Prokopenkivske, Talalayivske, Perekopivske, Krasnozaiarske, Raspashnovske, and Sukhodolivske with the lower-than-medium concentrations being 0.02 ppm (Matlakhivske, Prokopenkivske, and Talalayivske fields) – 0.04 ppm (Sukhodolivske field) at the average element concentration in the oil fields of the cluster being 0.026 ppm. The medium concentrations form cluster 1.1.2 that unites the deposits of Khalilivske, Bakhmachske, Prylutske, Turutynske, and Malosorochynske with the cobalt value from 0.0571 ppm (Khalilivske field) to 0.0889 ppm. Cluster 2 is formed only by Kuly-
Clusterization of cobalt content in the DDOGBA fields as for nickel content in the oils (Fig.8) shows seven clusters: 1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.2.1, 1.1.1.2.2, 1.1.2.1, 1.1.2.2, 1.2, and 2. The average nickel content in the oils is 6.88 ± 1.66 ppm; an average value is 2.91 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1 is formed by such fields as Kachalivske, Kulychkhinske, Perekopivske, Shchurymske, Yuryivske, Raspashnovske, Solokhivske, Kremenivske, and Malosorochynske with the abnormally low nickel content being 0.35 ppm (Kachalivske field) – 1.57 ppm (Softiyivske field). The low value is associated with the following deposits: Krasnozaiarske, Sahaidatske #13, Radchenkovske, Malosorochynske, Talalayivske, Novomkyolayivske, Matlakhivske, and Turutynske of cluster 1.1.1.2.1 with the values from 2.17 ppm (Krasnozaiarske field) to 3.06 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.2.2 is represented by the fields of Karaikozovske, Yuryivske, and Lipovodolynnske with the lower-than-medium content of 4.07 ppm (Karaikozovske field) – 4.25 ppm (Lipovodolynnske field). The average contents are found in the deposits of Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #52, and Monastyrschynske of cluster 1.1.1.2 with the values of 6.44 ppm (Kybytsivske #5 field) – 6.61 ppm (Monastyrschynske field). The higher-than-medium content is associated with the deposits of Prylutske, Kybytsivske #56, Kybytsivske #51, and Kybytsivske #1 of cluster 1.1.2.2 with the concentrations of 7.77 ppm (Prylutske field) – 9.5 ppm (Kybytsivske #1 field). Cluster 1.2 is represented only by Raspashnovske deposit with the high value of 17.6 ppm. The abnormally high nickel content is shown in the fields of Sukhodolivske, Prokopenkivske, Bakhmachske, and Khukhrianske of cluster 2 with the content values being from 29.1 ppm (Sukhodolivske field) to 38.1 ppm (Khukhrianske field).

Clusterization dendrogram in terms of vanadium content (Fig. 9) makes it possible to find seven clusters: 1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.2, 1.1.2, 1.2, 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.2. The average vanadium content in the DDOGBA oils is 5.65 ± 1.47 ppm; the concentration of 1.01 ppm corresponds to a median value. Cluster 1.1.1.1 is made up by the fields of Karaikozovske, Korobochkynske, Zakhidno-Kharkovtivske, Kachalivske, Sukhodolivske, Lipovodolynnske, Novomkyolayivske, Trostianetske, Krasnozaiarske, Perekopivske, Shchurymske, Solontsivske, and Monastyrschynske with the abnormally low vanadium content from 0.02 ppm (Karaikozovske, Korobochkynske, and Zakhidno-Kharkovtivske deposits) to 0.17 ppm (Monastyrschynske deposit) at the average value of this parameter 0.08 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.2 involves the fields of Kulychkhinske, Turutynske, Bakhmachske, Sofiyivske, and Kremenivske with the low content being 0.32 ppm (Kulychkhinske field) – 0.82 ppm (Kremenivske field) at the average cluster value of 0.56 ppm. Cluster 1.1.2 is shown by the deposits of Matlakhivske, Yuryivske, Radchenkovske, Prylutske, Raspashnovske, Solokhivske, and Malosorochynske with the lower-than-medium concentrations of 1.2 ppm (Matlakhivske field) – 2.17 ppm (Malosorochynske field); the average cluster content is 1.64 ppm. Khukhrianske field of cluster 1.2 has a medium content with the value of 3.8 ppm. Cluster 2.1.1 is formed by the deposits of Yuryivske, Talalayivske, and Prokopenkivske with the higher-than-medium values from 9.5 ppm (Yuryivske deposit) to 13.2 ppm (Prokopenkivske deposit) at the average cluster concentration of 11.63 ppm. The following fields are characterized by high contents: Kybytsivske #5, Sahaidatske #1, Kybytsivske #52, and Kybytsivske #56 of cluster 2.1.2 with the values of 16.0 ppm (Kybytsivske #5 field) – 18.0 ppm (Kybytsivske #56 field); the average cluster value is 17.0 ppm. Cluster 2.2 is represented by such deposits as Sahaidatske #13, Kybytsivske #51, and Kybytsivske #51 with the abnormally high vanadium content from 23.0 ppm (Sahaidatske #13 field) to 31.0 ppm (Kybytsivske #51 field) at the average cluster value of 27.33 ppm.

Clusterization of the DDOGBA deposits in terms of contents of the considered metals in oils (Fig.10) helped identify seven clusters: 1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.2, 1.1.2.1.1, 1.1.2.1.2, 1.1.2.2, 1.2, and 2. The average general content of metals in the considered oil fields is 52.59 ± 7.49 ppm; an average value of these parameters is 45.54 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.1 unites the fields of Kremenivske, Shchurymske, Malosorochynske, Trostianetske, Perekopivske, Sofiyivske, Lipovodolynnske, and Solokhivske with the abnormally low general content of metals from 5.9 ppm (Kremenivske field) to 14.97 ppm (Solokhivske field) at the average cluster value 10.79 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1.2 is formed by the following fields: Prylutske, Karaikozovske, Kulychkhinske, and Turutynske with the low content values of 22.43 ppm (Prylutske field).
field) to 30.0 ppm (Tututynske field) at the average cluster value of this parameter 27.15 ppm. Cluster 1.1.2.1.1 is represented just by Solontsivske deposit with the lower-than-medium values 37.78 ppm. A medium content is peculiar for the following deposits: Bakhmachske, Kachalivske, Korobochkynske, Monastyrishchynske, Novomykolayivske, Radchenkovske, Yuryivske, Sukhodolivske, Talalayivske, Yaroshivske, Sahaidatske #13, Khukhirianske, and Kybytsivske #52 of cluster 1.1.2.1.2 with the values from 41.04 ppm (Bakhmachske deposit) to 52.04 ppm (Kybytsivske #52 deposit) at the average cluster value of 46.94 ppm. Cluster 1.1.2.2 is made up only by Prokopenkivske deposit with the higher-than-medium concentrations 60.24 ppm. The following deposits have high general contents of metals: Sahaidatske #1, Raspashnovske, Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #56, Matlakhivske, and Kybytsivske #1 of cluster 1.2 with the values of 71.73 ppm (Sahaidatske #1 field) – 108.2 ppm (Kybytsivske #1 field) at the average cluster value of 93.49 ppm. The abnormally high general content of metals in the oils is represented by the deposits of Kybytsivske #51 and Krasnozaiarske of cluster 2 with the concentration values of 148.33 – 233.96 ppm respectively at the average cluster value of 191.15 ppm.

A clusterization dendrogram of the deposits in terms of sulphur content in oils (Fig. 11) includes seven main clusters: 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.2.1, 1.1.2.2, 1.2, 2.1, and 2.2. The average sulphure content of the considered deposits is 0.206 ± 0.36 ppm; a median value is 0.113 ppm. Cluster 1.1.1 is represented by such deposits as Shchurynske, Krasnozaiarske, Zakhidno-Kharkovtsivske, Kachalivske, Sukhodolivske, Trostianetske, and Karaikoovske with the abnormally low content of sulphur from 0.006 ppm (Shchurynske deposit) to 0.032 ppm (Karaikoovske deposit) at the average cluster value 0.022 ppm. Cluster 1.1.2.1 covers the following deposits: Novomykolayivske, Raspashnovske, Matlakhivske, Perekopivske, Talalayivske, Korobochkynske, and Lipovodolynske with the low values of sulphur content in oils from 0.073 ppm (Novomykolayivske deposit) to 0.094 ppm (Lipovodolynske deposit) at the average value of 0.084 ppm. Cluster 1.1.2.2 involves such fields as Monastyrishchynske, Radchenkovske, Turutynske, Yaroshivske, Kulychkhinske, Solokhivske, and Sofiyivske with the lower-than-medium sulphur content in oils from 0.1 ppm (Monastyrishchynske deposit) to 0.13 ppm (Sofiyivske deposit) at the average concentration of 0.114 ppm. Such deposits as Malosorochynske, Kremenivske, Bakhmachske, and Solontsivske of cluster 1.1.2.2 have the average sulphur content with the values of 0.151 ppm (Malosorochynske deposit) – 0.155 ppm (Solontsivske deposit) at the average value 0.153 ppm. Cluster 1.2 is represented by the fields of Sahaidatske #1, Kybytsivske #56, Prylutske, Khukhirianske, and Kybytsivske #1 with the higher-than-medium content from 0.237 ppm (Sahaidatske #1 field) to 0.31 ppm (Kybytsivske #1 field) at the average sulphur content 0.283 ppm. The high sulphur content is specific for the deposits of Kybytsivske #52, Yuryivske, and Kybytsivske #5 of cluster 2.1 with the values of this parameter from 0.52 ppm (Kybytsivske #52 field) to 0.59 ppm (Kybytsivske #5 field); the average cluster value is 0.55 ppm. The fields of Kybytsivske #51, Sahaidatske #13, and Prokopenkivske of cluster 2.2 are characterized by the high sulphur content in oils from 0.67 ppm (Kybytsivske #51 field) to 0.8 ppm (Prokopenkivske field) at the average content being 0.74 ppm.

The analysis of a clusterization dendrogram for the DDOGBA deposits in terms of vanadium-nickel ratio in the oils (Fig. 12) helped single out seven clusters: 1.1.1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.1.1.2, 1.1.1.1.2, 2.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.2, 1.2, and 2. The average value of the V / Ni ratio in the oils is 1.66 ± 0.61; a median value is 0.321. Cluster 1.1.1.1.1.1 is represented by the deposits of Sukhodolivske, Karaikoovske, Lipovodolynske, Bakhmachske, Zakhidno-Kharkovtsivske, Novomykolayivske, Monastyrishchynske, Korobochkynske, and Krasnozaiarske with the abnormally low values of this parameter from 0.001375 (Sukhodolivske field) to 0.041475 (Krasnozaiarske field) at the average cluster value of 0.01732. Such low values as 0.6422 – 0.150559 are associated with the deposits of Trostianetske, Khukhirianske, Raspashnovske, Solontsivske, Kachalivske, and Turutynske of cluster 1.1.1.1.1.2. Cluster 1.1.1.1.2 involves the oil fields of Prylutske, Shchurynske, Perekopivske, Sofiyivske, Matlakhivske, and Prokopenkivske with the lower-than-medium values of the V / Ni ratio being 0.216164 (Prylutske field) – 0.420382 (Prokopenkivske field); the average cluster value of the ratio is 0.323288. Cluster 1.1.2 involves the following deposits: Radchenkovske, Kulychkhinske, Kremenivske, and Malosorochynske with the average values of the V / Ni ratio from 0.561181 (Radchenkovske field) to 0.797794 (Malosorochynske field); the average cluster value in the oils is 0.68079. Cluster 1.2 includes the deposits of Solokhivske, Yaroshivske, Kybytsivske #56, Yuryivske, Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #1, Kybytsivske #51, and Talalayivske with the higher-than-medium values being 1.774064 (Solokhivske field) – 4.206897 (Talalayivske field).
at the average cluster value of the V / Ni ratio being 2.694036. A high value of the V / Ni ratio is 10, which is characteristic only for the Sahaidatske #13 oil of cluster 1.2. In terms of the Sahaidatske #1 oils of cluster 2, the V / Ni ratio reaches its maximum value of 20.

The paper (Punanova, 2020) expresses the idea that the availability of such «abiogenic elements» as Al and Hg in oils indicates the participation of deep fluids in the oil genesis. Using quite extended factual materials, M.A. Lur’e and F.K. Shmydt speak in favour of the effect of deep gas-fluid flows of mantle origin on the S content in oils. E.F. Shnjukov with the co-authors pays special attention to vanadium and nickel concentrations in oils not only as the basis for solving industrial-environmental and economic problems of oil field development but also for the fundamental scientific developments in the sphere of its origin. They have substantiated a geochemically identical V / Ni ratio as the only reliable evidence of the genetic origin of natural oils, i.e. they originate from the same sources. In this context, the authors emphasize that the ratio of these elements has three levels: < 0.1; 0.1 – 1.0; > 1.0. They believe that the level of > 10 corresponds to the accumulations of «deep, abiotic oil-and-gas formation with their own exclusive capacity of producing genetically related oils for more than 500 mln years» (Shnjukov et al., 2007). Thus, there is every indication to interpret and evaluate the informativeness of the results of the performed cluster analyses in terms of each deposit, at least in terms of genetic ideas.

![Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method in terms of Al content in oils. Symbols:](image)

1, 2, 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 – clusters; C_1 – Bakhmachske deposit, C_2 – Prylutske deposit, C_3 – Krasnozaiarske deposit, C_4 – Kachalivske deposit, C_5 – Kremenivske deposit, C_6 – Karaikoivske deposit, C_7 – Korobochkivske deposit, C_8 – Kulnychivske deposit, C_9 – Lipovodolynske deposit, C_10 – Monastyriivske deposit, C_11 – Matlahivske deposit, C_12 – Malosoivske deposit, C_13 – Novomykolivske deposit, C_14 – Perekopivske deposit, C_15 – Prokopenivske deposit, C_16 – Radchenivske deposit, C_17 – Rasbashivske deposit, C_18 – Sofiyivske deposit, C_19 – Sukhodolivske deposit, C_20 – Solontsivske deposit, C_21 – Solokhivske deposit, C_22 – Talalayivske deposit, C_23 – Trostanetsivske deposit, C_24 – Turutivske deposit, C_25 – Kharkovivske deposit, C_26 – Shchurivske deposit, C_27 – Yuryivske deposit, C_28 – Yaroshivske deposit, C_29 – Khukhriivske deposit, C_30 – Sahaidatske #1 deposit, C_31 – Sahaidatske #13 deposit, C_32 – Kybystivske #5 deposit, C_33 – Kybystivske #51 deposit, C_34 – Kybystivske #52 deposit, C_35 – Kybystivske #56 deposit, C_36 – Kybystivske #1 deposit.
Fig 2. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of Hg content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 3. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of Cr content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 4. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of Mn content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 5. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of Fe content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 6. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of Zn content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 7. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of Co content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.
Fig 8. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of Ni content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 9. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of V content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 10. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of general content of the considered metals in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 11. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of S content in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Fig 12. Dendrogram of the results of clusterization by the weighed centroid method of the deposits in terms of V/Ni ratio in oils. Symbols are similar to Fig 1.

Conclusions

While analyzing the research results, it is possible to draw the following conclusions:

1. It has been identified that according to the conclusions in the paper (Shnjukov et al., 2007) oils of the considered deposits are divided into 3 genetically related groups in terms of the V/Ni ratio. Group 1 (the ratio of V/Ni < 0.1) includes the oils of the following deposits: Sukhodolivske, Karaikozovskie, Lipovodolynnske, Bakhmachskie, Zakhidno-Kharkovtsivske, Novomykolayivske, Monastyrishchynske, Korobochkynske, Krasnozaiarske, Trostianetske, Khukhrianske, and Raspashnovske (cluster 1.1.1.1.1 and cluster 1.1.1.1.2 partially); group 2 (the ratio of V/Ni: 0.1 – 1.0) involves the deposits of Solontsivske, Kachalivske, Turutynske, Prylutske, Shchurynske, Perekopivske, Sofiyivske, Matlakh-
ivske, Prokopenkivske, Radchenkovske, Kulychkyhinske, Kremenivske, and Malosorochynske (cluster 1.1.1.1.1.2 partially, clusters 1.1.1.1.2 and 1.1.1.2 completely); group 3 (the ratio of V / Ni > 1.0) includes the fields of Solokhivske, Yaroshivske, Kybytsivske #56, Yuryivske, Kybysivske #5, Kybytsivske #52, Kybytsivske #1, Kybytsivske #51, Talalayivske, Sahaidatske #13, and Sahaidatske #1 (these fields form clusters 1.1.2, 1.2, and 2) (Fig. 12). We consider that some overlapping among the deposits of groups 1 and 2 in cluster 1.1.1.1.2 demonstrates the possibility of hybridization of those oils during their migration from the indigenous oil sources.

2. Thus, according to (Shnjukov et al., 2007), in terms of the V / Ni ratio the areas of deep abiotic oil-and-gas formation took part in the oil genesis of the following deposits: Solokhivske, Yaroshivske, Kybytsivske #56, Yuryivske, Kybysivske #5, Kybytsivske #52, Kybytsivske #1, Kybytsivske #51, Talalayivske, Sahaidatske #13, and Sahaidatske #1.

3. It has been proved that in terms of the content of such «abiogenic elements» (Punanova, 2020) as Al and Hg, the clusters with high and abnormally high contents of those metals (in both cases those are clusters 2, 1.2 (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) include the same deposits: Yuryivske, Kybytsivske #1, Sahaidatske #13, Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #56, Kybytsivske #52, Kybytsivske #51, and Sahaidatske #1. According to these criteria, the mentioned deposits were formed from the oils of anabiotic sources. Attention should be paid to the fact that such deposits as Solokhivske, Talalayivske, and Yaroshivske, which also contain the abiotic-origin oils in terms of the first criterion (Shnjukov et al., 2007), are not included into this list. We believe that it demonstrates that the high and abnormally high contents of those elements are a more rigorous criterion for genetic interpretations of geochemical information aimed at determining the oil origin and which is possibly connected with the regional features of the overall geological and chemical development of the considered area.

4. It has been determined that according to the ideas developed in the paper (Lur’ë & Shmydt, 2018) in terms of sulphur content only deposits of Kybytsivske #52, Yuryivske, Kybytsivske #5, Kybytsivske #51, Sahaidatske #13, and Prokopenkivske (Fig. 11) belong to the ones formed by the oils of purely abiogenic genesis (clusters with the deposits where S content in oils is of the high (cluster 2.1) and abnormally high (cluster 2.2) values). However, if we take into account another group of deposits, where sulphure content in oils meets the higher-than-medium values (cluster 1.2), the list can be complemented by the fields of Sahaidatske #1, Kybytsivske #56, Prylutske, Khukhrianske, and Kybytsivske #1.

5. It has been substantiated that a comparative analysis of the results of clusterization of the considered deposits in terms of content of such «abiogenic elements» as Hg and Al (Punanova, 2020) with the results of their clusterization in terms of Cr, Co, and V concentrations demonstrates that the totality of the deposits belonging to the clusters with the high and abnormally high Cr, Co, and V content (clusters 2.1, 2.2 (Fig. 3); 2.1, 2.2 (Fig. 7); and 2.1.2 i 2.2 (Fig. 9) respectively) differ from the ones with the high and abnormally high Hg and Al concentrations only in the absence of Yuryivske deposit but show complete similarity against each other. Consequently, basing on the materials represented in (Punanova, 2020), the high and abnormally high contents of the considered elements in oils can be used as a more rigorous criterion of their division into two principally different groups – the deposits formed mostly by the biogenic-origin oils and the ones containing oils of purely abiogenic generation. In this context, we think that according to the regularities specified in (Shnjukov et al., 2007) it is quite reasonable to consider the Cr / Ni and Co / Ni ratios as the criterion of singling out the oils of purely abiogenic origin apart from the criterion of Cr, Co, and V concentrations.

6. Taking into consideration the fact that the concentrations of metals in the oils of the Dnipro-Donets Depression fields are the geochemical indicators of their general ontogenesis, such analyzed factors as a general content of metals and a content of Ni, Fe, Zn, and Mn require further studies and interpretations in terms of genetics.

7. While comparing a list of deposits that can be added to the ones formed by the abiogenic-origin oil, the criteria indicated in (Shnjukov et al., 2007; Lur’e & Shmydt, 2018; Punanova, 2020) can be used to define their considerable differences. We believe that it may be connected with a general methodology of their identification. These criteria were determined basing on the results of the analysis carried out with the help of different devices, according to different methodologies, at different periods of time, and by different researchers. In this context, our studies demonstrate their certain advantage.

The main scientific significance of the obtained results is in the development of natural classifications of the Dnipro-Donets Depression deposits basing on the results of cluster analysis in terms of metals and sulphure content as well as the V / Ni ratio, substantiation of 5 new geochemical criteria to divide the deposits formed by the oils generated mainly by abiogenic or biogenic processes.
The main practical value of the carried out studies is the determining the concentrations and possibility of further predictions for metal contents in the oils of the considered fields. In its turn, that makes it possible to solve certain topical problems practically: a series of industrial and raw-material makes it possible to solve certain topical problems in the oils of the considered fields. In its turn, that studies hazardous toxic metals (aluminium, mercury etc.) being rather environmentally-unfriendly.
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